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INTRODUCTION
In the study of random fluctuation of scalar and vector fields relating to
turbulent state, the use of standard techniques are well known.'Starting with
the very popular Navier - Stokes equations coupled with equations of continuity
valid for the fluctuating velocity components along with fluctuating pressure
parts the said authors derived the tensorial equationin terms ofsecond and third
- order correlations of velocities a t two points in the form of

- the assumption of homogeneity and isotropy where the terms
under
p'.= p'ui = 0. Double and triple velocity correlations are:
J

and

The reduced scalar version of equation (1)as deduced by Karman and Howrath2
is as follows:
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from which one can have single scalar equation in terms of two unknown scalars
f and h.
Now let us start with the well-known equation for the decay of fluctuating
temperature field variables T' at a point A( X' ) in a homogeneous and isotropic
turbulent flow field as:

where that is viewed as a passived substance while radiative heat exchange and
the heat flux related to the dissipation of kinztic energy are neglected, lth
component of the fluctuating velocity a t A(X') -for the relevant time t is
represented by u; &d K is the coefficient of thermal diffusivity of the medium
under consideration.

At a neighbouring point in the same medium fluctuating temperature similarly
can be written as:

For consideration of the fluctuating temperature field one can derive:

and

("1

2

at ax;

+

dT"
P(U~T'~)= Kv:, -

ax;ax,:

ax;

Tensorial Equation Related to the Derived Field and its Simplification
under the Assumptions of Homogeneity and Isotropy
From the work of Str~rnniskiy3,~
and using the derivation of Basu5it is possible
to find a simplified version of tensorial equation related to derived field in case
of homogeneous and isotropic turbulent fluid.flow.
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From the relation (7) and (8) one can easily write

Substituting in equation (9)

dT" dT"
-2
= ( g r a d ~ R,,
)
dx: dx;
and

one can re-write equation (9) as follows

with help of Robertson's6technique we have

and

++
where,L and S are the scalars dependent on({ 5 ) = r2and t..

.

As the case is homogeneous and isotropyre!ection
at the point Aand then B may
be replaced by translation of magnitude AB along
. Now setting
as
direction for i=j=2 or i=j=3 with the prescribed conversions we have with the
help of . = r, = = 0.The final scalar form can be written as

kd

c, c,

5,

hbl
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DISCUSSION

,

Equation (12) is similar in nature to equation (1) as obtained by Karman and
H o ~ a r t h .Scalar
~
version of (1) and (12) a s given in the relations (4) and (15)
respectixely are also similar in nature. Alhough i n case of (4) t h e component
along $B is considered but i n t h e derivation (15) the component perpendicular to AB has been taken into consideration. The direction 2 and 3 are equivalent
in this context. This is due to the characteristic of a gradient field. J u s t like t h e
scalar version of Karman and Howarth equation (4), t h e equation (15)
contains two scalar functions L and S. As L and S are not determinable by
only one equation (15) one need frame another equation containing third order
correlation.
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